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TRANSFORMING	GST	TO	FAIR	TRADE	

PREAMBLE	

	 India	 is	 in	 the	 verge	 of	 portraying	 itself	 in	 the	 global	 arena	 as	 unique,	 independent,	

contributing,	able	and	competent	nation	 for	which	we	ought	 to	 take	only	window	dressing,	not	

uproot	 the	 system	 as	 a	 whole	 to	 copy	 western.	 Let	 me	 not	 talk	 about	 tax,	 which	 comes	 into	

practice	only	when	you	are	not	beyond	perfection	but	seek	it	for	which	you	compensate	the	lag	

by	taxes	having	forced	the	produces	to	be	bought,	not	goods	be	sold	for	their	value	and	richness.	

It	is	psychology	that	underlies,	not	philosophy	which	would	drive	away	the	deadly,	charity	by	lively	

and	 charismatic.	 It	 is	 since	 long,	 we	 speak	 about	 withdrawing	 tax	 completely	 quoting	 Arabian	

countries	without	knowing	that	it	is	there	ever	in	India	as	tax	exemption	as	individual	specific.	In	

Arabian	 countries,	 you	 cannot	 do	 anything	 more	 than	 what	 is	 stipulated	 that	 they	 give	 tax	

exemption	 completely.	 In	 India	 you	 can	 do	 anything	 you	 want,	 you	 only	 need	 to	 prove	 your	

ventures	 do	 not	 intervene	 others,	 your	 ventures	 support	more	 and	 that	makes	 the	 difference.	

Justify	 and	 get	 to	 tax	 exemption.	 During	 the	 regimes	 of	 monarchy	 and	 dynasty	 too,	 every	

individual	 has	 the	 right	 to	 claim	 tax	 exemption	 ably.	All	 acts	 of	 the	 government,	 statute	 are	 to	

break	and	come	out	as	sovereign.	Not	to	be	followed	simply	as	one	in	the	masses.	When	you	offer	

your	individual	specific	core	to	society	to	earn	your	bread,	you	don’t	have	to	pay	tax.	When	you	

make	it	to	saving,	you	need	to	pay	a	part	as	charity	which	is	charges	to	government	services.	This	

has	 the	 logical	 reasoning	 as	 it	 is	 business,	 not	 service,	 thus	 you	 add	 to	 social	 building	 to	 a	

paradigm	shift	by	offering	your	might.	This	has	no	hard	and	fast	rule	as	endowment	and	charity.	
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For	them	being	superfluous,	as	inflated,	they	too	have	rules	and	stipulations	now.	When	you	have	

more	rules,	you	mean	you	are	not	self,	sovereign	but	need	control.	Thus	tax	system	pertains	to	

people	in	a	mode	to	be	checked	several	steps	for	purpose	which	will	serve	only	for	a	short	span	,	

thus	need	to	be	reformed	very	frequently	to	rise	the	bar	high,	to	set	new	standards.	This	is	for	the	

reason	 ISO	 came	 into	 existence	 after	more	 of	 export	 ventures	 from	 India.	 Such	 export	 options	

trained	 people	 to	 be	 perfect	 for	 practice	 effect	 not	mindful	 that	we	 get	 into	GST	now,	 leaning	

every	step	of	the	procedure	involved.	

INTRODUCTION	

	 Goods	 and	 services	 tax	 gives	 its	 layers	 from	 manufacturers,	 wholesalers,	 retailers	 and	

consumers	all	remain	the	same	where	the	tax	percentage	got	reduced	to	the	core	of	nil.	People	

undergoing	 this	procedure	alone	are	 seeking	 remedies,	 they	don’t	mind	 spending	more,	adding	

more	to	the	government.	Infact	it	adds	value	to	them	if	the	government	is	secretariat,	its	offices,	

not	 political	 parties.	 The	 authority	 induced	 to	 officials	 too	 makes,	 the	 simplicity	 which	 the	

government	needs	to	execute,	as	simplistic.	
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	 Thus	GST	makes	 repetitive	 procedures,	 inducting	 the	 involved	 gain	 practice	 effect	 out	 of	

laborious	 procedures,	 go	 folly,	mechanised.	 There	 could	 even	be	 corruption	 and	bribe	 that	 the	

system	goes	 clueless	as	ever,	 the	 tally	being	made	by	boom	on	 the	 stock	market.	 It	 is	 simply	a	

gambling	and	again	the	same	has	no	core	base	as	index	and	all.	

	 As	I	said	earlier,	taxes	are	on	laborious	procedures	as	fine	on	not	being	upgraded	to	go	in	

par	with	the	developing	world.	This	is	the	reason	income	gets	tax	or	otherwise	there	is	no	ground	

for	 income	 tax.	 If	 one	 self	 claims	 salary	 and	 promotion	 referring	 to	 fundamental	 norms	 for	

government	services,	constitution,	purpose,	goal,	vision	and	mission	of	organizations,	there	is	no	

need	to	pay	tax	at	all.	There	are	twenty	five	types	of	tax	imposed	into	Indian	civic,	most	of	them	

makes	 India	a	 laugh	stock.	Sales	 tax	and	service	tax	have	no	grounds	because	they	upgrade	the	

living	patterns	meeting	the	basic	needs.	Similarly	there	is	no	meaning	in	value	added	taxes,	when	

value	 is	added,	 it	comes	under	exemption	for	goods.	Recently	added	tax	for	farmers	too	has	no	

base	 in	 this	 fiat	money	 system.	 Farmers	 are	 the	 core	 professionals	 of	 a	 nation	 as	weavers	 and	

builders,	 who	 will	 not	 accept	 subsidies,	 but	 have	 the	 ethical	 code	 to	 form	 fair	 trade.	 Their	

intention	 is	 not	 to	 gain	 more	 from	 demand,	 but	 to	 gain	 accumulated	 profit	 from	 needs.	

Accumulated	profit	from	needs	is	exponential	as	against	the	reserve	made	by	booming	demands	

through	 stocks	 and	 all.	 Thus	 there	 is	 no	 need	 for	 taxes,	 if	 the	 anarchy	 ends,	 if	 we	 find	 our	

government	is	by	the	people,	of	the	people,	for	the	people.	The	government	needs	to	be	strong	

for	which	there	need	to	be	dynamism,	transparency	and	accountability.	Get	into	constitution	and	

find	you	need	no	more	rules	and	acts	that	you	can	dissolve	parliament	and	assemblies	to	relieve	

public	 representatives’	work	 for	 people.	 Realize	ministry	 is	 not	 needed	when	we	 accept	 citizen	

centric	governance.	Each	public	representative	has	an	office	that	they	could	have	the	background	
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details	as	what	they	represent	to	the	government	as	public	needs.	They	could	address	to	public	

too	as	what	the	government	provides	to	get	upgraded.	By	this	you	don’t	need	Adhaar	card,	ration	

card	and	so	on.	When	one	claims	for	a	favour,	help	from	government	and	he	proves	that	he	could	

progress	with	what	has	been	offered,	 that	 is	 sufficient.	 If	he	 is	defined	and	clear	about	his	 self,	

that	 is	 sovereignty.	Thus	as	 I	 ever	 say,	 there	 is	no	poor,	 there	are	only	 skilled.	 I	 emphasize	 this	

here	because,	Goods	and	services	depend	on	the	value	,	the	people	gain	out	of	their	competency.	

Hasty	and	influential,	authoritative	and	fuzzy	decisions	taken	in	the	parliaments	makes	India	lose	

its	value.	It	is	true,	we	survive	for	the	individuals	who	could	influence,	not	for	the	value	as	Indians	

representing	 India.	On	 the	 other	 hand	 it	 goes	 to	 balance	 only	 for	 the	 expertise	 and	 excellence	

offered	on	 the	 eve	of	 globalization.	 India	 took	on	 its	 lost	 value,	 not	 by	politics,	 participation	 in	

SAARC	and	 so	on,	 but	by	 serving	 global	 needs	 to	 reduce	human	 loads,	make	 them	 regain	 their	

presence	across	the	world	with	competency	of	every	single	individual	occupying	the	cosmic	order.	

When	it	 is	easy	to	find	what	we	want,	why	do	we	look	upon	others	as	what	they	could	get?.We	

ought	to	add	to	them	only	unconditionally,	which	reflects	to	you	unconditionally	too.	Fraternity	is	

this.	Integrity	is	this.	Not	blind	cooperation	as	mass,	and	secrets	as	secretariat.	
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Getting	 back	 to	 Goods	 and	 services,	 the	 very	 core	 is	 in	 the	 Constitution,	 in	 its	 preamble	

specifically.	The	most	important	of	this	is	equality	because	India	appears	to	be	immatured,	under	

developed	only	for	 its	class	specific	approach.	The	affairs	of	the	public	are	not	on	 its	 form,	they	

make	them	sensitive	to	the	job	the	people	do,	that	is	all.	For	which	the	Constitution	assures	self	

esteem	and	dignity.	Appreciate	 the	work	ethics,	 the	 class	 they	maintain,	 and	 the	expertise	 and	

excellence	offered.	No	one	would	go	aggressive,	terrific	for	sure.	Unfortunately	the	affairs	of	the	

public	are	all	for	inheritance	that	whether	you	realize	it	or	not,	the	inherited	core	comes	into	you,	

you	 say	 or	 do	 something	which	 gives	 them	 space	 to	 throng	 and	move	 on.	 It	 is	 never	war,	 but	

making	space	with	conviction.		

	 Communication	everywhere	thus	needs	to	be	on	the	purpose,	expanding	it	to	the	maximum	

for	the	scope	to	move	on.	It	is	not	who	is	the	best,	it	is	simply	all	the	goods.	It	is	not	who	wins	the	

job,	but	simply	all	serve	their	best.	When	this	 is	taken,	 it	 is	goods	and	services	that	deserve	due	

charges.	 This	 brings	 in	 automatically	 decentralization	 that	 there	 is	 no	 pressure	 on	 the	

government.	 They	don’t	have	 to	 resolve	 conflicts,	 they	give	way	 to	all	move	ahead.	Having	not	

been	to	grievances,	opposition	always,	the	paradigm	shift	for	all	will	be	thoughtful	where	right	to	

education	becomes	truly	functional.	

Realizing	the	salary	 is	not	sufficient	as	recommended	by	the	pay	commission,	we	need	to	

make	it	as	the	average	pay	scale	that	is	not	the	finale.	One	would	always	move	ahead	of	it	to	claim	

more	for	fundamental	norms	for	service.	This	focuses	one	to	job	requirement	automatically	taking	

the	scale	as	assured.	When	one	works	online,	the	laborious	job	goes	off	that	he	could	enhance	his	

self	more	to	progress,	take	a	curve	shift	and	move	on	too.	
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How	goods	need	to	be?	They	are	closely	associated	with	GDP	thus	the	temperament	and	

mindset.	Each	one	need	to	be	honoured,	taken	to	a	better	stance	always.	No	blames,	no	curses,	

no	guilt	too.	It	comes	with	the	qualification	for	which	we	say	right	to	education	need	to	be	given.	

If	 it	 is	 abstract	 based	 education,	 there	 will	 be	 random	 selection	 of	 dialects	 that	 makes	 them	

confident	naturally	and	move	on.	When	he	makes	his	mind	merry,	convoluting	what	is	his	best	in	

every	point	of	time,	though	set	target	is	far	off,	he	assures	every	step	towards	it	is	progressive	and	

paying.	This	visible	success	makes	no	long	term	for	dormancy	and	tenure,	but	every	short	term	as	

performance	 adds	 to	 long	 term.	 There	 is	 no	 schemes	 that	would	 give	 you	 a	 bulk	 after	 twenty	

years	of	so.	It	gives	the	just	every	year	for	which	you	could	reinvest.	

	 You	 can	 do	 anything,	 it	 could	 be	 profession,	 hobby,	 art,	 craft	 but	 must	 be	 thoughtful,	

conveying	 a	 message,	 purposeful	 to	 a	 better	 form	 of	 life.	 It	 need	 not	 be	 philosophical	 saying	

strenuous	efforts	only	pays.	It	is	roundabout	way	for	the	reservation.	Success	is	always	effortless	if	

mindful.	If	you	find	something	goes	as	waste	too,	someone	could	make	it	useful	for	human	supply	

chain	is	endless.	This	also	is	the	reason	we	say	to	be	transparent	and	accountable.	E	forum	makes	

it	all.	We	know	a	simple	deed	if	not	done	would	end	the	whole	lot	of	good	things	futile.	That	turn	

is	given	by	someone,	a	stranger	as	suggestion	that	human	rights	declaration	need	to	be	followed.	

This	assures	the	base	as	against	the	affairs	of	the	public,	which	would	corrupt	if	the	recipient	feels	

a	suggestion	as	dishonor	interruption	or	so.	Every	human	being	is	born	free	and	are	endowed	with	

conscience	of	reasoning.	They	need	to	move	ahead	with	one	another	in	the	spirit	of	brother	hood.	

Having	born	equal,	we	do	not	reach	the	same	merits,	We	ought	to	explore	more	to	be	individual.	

Thus	education	is	art	of	 living	and	endless.	Consider	every	claim	genuine,	make	everything	good	

for	the	cause.	Services	too	will	then	be	paid	more.	
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When	 this	morale	 and	 ethics	 is	 followed	 there	 is	 no	 need	 for	 taxes,	 there	 can	 be	 simply	

charges	to	make	every	one	sovereign,	decentralization	only	then	will	be	authenticity.	As	it	is	said,	

the	taxes,	leaned	in	every	stage	from	manufacturers,	wholesalers,	retailers,	consumer	is	GST,	the	

present	scenario	of	supply	chain	through	couriers	and	online	service,	is	direct	from	manufacturers	

to	 consumers.	 Thus	 it	 is	 just	 right	 to	 merge	 wholesalers	 and	 retailers	 to	 manufacturers	 as	 a	

network,	 and	make	 the	 charges	 paid	 to	 government	 once	 and	 added	 to	 the	 consumers.	What	

makes	them	feel	good	and	service	is	the	quality	of	outcome,	unique	,	special	and	light.	The	prices	

escalated	cannot	be	kept	down,	but	they	can	remain	stationary	for	a	long	while,	in	the	mean	time	

the	quality	be	upgraded	making	the	demand	as	need,	stock	and	share.	Voids	be	filled	to	make	the	

flow	 uninterrupted	 for	 purpose.	 Then	 the	 price	 escalation	 may	 be	 meager	 to	 enhance	 the	

consumers,	and	thus	enhancing	the	profit.	

HOW	TO	MAKE	A	FAIR	TRADE	
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There	 are	 several	 strategies	 as	 six	 sigma	 and	 its	 alternatives	 including	 lean	 strategy	where	 you	

focus	at	the	raw	material	and	the	product,	interim	by	products	are	not	valued,	or	not	taken	care	

of,	resulting	in	huge	consumption	escalating	the	prices	that	we	make	it	to	lean,with	six	sigma	and	

other	such	technologies,	to	optimize	the	cost.	The	quality	standards	imposed	are	always	complex	

making	 the	 manufacturers	 go	 mad	 that	 they	 sometimes	 make	 the	 wastewater	 as	 pure	 water	

pouring	crores	and	add	to	the	cost	of	the	goods.	

	 	

	

	

	

	

They	 go	 purifying	 the	 exhaust	 emissions	 to	 air	 and	 add	 them	 to	 the	 goods	 costs.	 There	 is	 no	

pollution	 if	due	dilution	 is	given.	Controlling	pollution	 is	not	purifying	the	emissions,	but	making	

the	emissions	readily	get	diluted,	mixed	with	the	environment.	For	not	taking	due	measures	on	it	

to	abide	by	set	limits,	people	suggested	zero	emission	which	consumed	a	lot	loads	of	investment	

and	imposing	a	query	as	is	six	sigma	killing	your	company’s	future?.It	occurred	for	stagnation,	the	

industrious	 venture	 is	 taken	 completely	 by	 the	 officials	 for	 want	 of	 money	 imposing	 complex	

norms.	Decentralization	 is	 the	concept	 in	 industrial	process	too	where	you	make	the	 inflow	and	

outflow	at	every	 stage	 to	effective	measure.	 There	are	 simple	biological	methods	 to	 chemicals,	

there	are	infinite	combinations	which	would	improve	the	quality.		
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It	is	a	natural	rule	that	when	you	enhance	the	quality	for	purpose,	the	expenditure	on	the	process,	

cost	of	the	produce	will	be	less	than	the	normal.	It	is	just	the	reversal,	you	pay	to	get	pure	water	

and	oxygen	rich	air.	 It	 is	never	impression,	but	inspiration	that	the	industrial	ventures,	whatever	

may	be	queried	upon	need	a	defense	and	acceptance.	 This	makes	 the	authenticity	 surface	and	

services	be	accepted	by	genuine	appreciation.	Then	there	would	be	need	and	shares,	not	demand	

and	 stocks	 that	 the	 gambling	 on	 trade	 would	 cease.	 It	 is	 never	 commerce,	 but	 consistent	

economy.	You	can	fix	the	profit	and	follow	a	top	down	approach	to	assure	it	with	no	losses	at	all.	

People	are	not	innocent,	ignorant	too	that	their	immunity,	bearing	status	must	be	taken	care	of.			

Clusters	of	industries	is	a	good	sign	that	there	need	to	be	common	optimization	technique	

which	 is	 what	 the	 standards	 laid	 down	 stipulates.	 Audit	 of	 the	 government	 is	 this	 which	

economizes	 with	 upgraded	 technological	 advises.	 Government	 offices	 should	 all	 take	 a	 better	

form	 because	 it	 is	 getting	 into	 e	 governance.	 Agriculture	 as	 cereals,	 greens,	 pulses	 need	 to	 be	

promoted.	 Farms	 of	 cattle	 animals	 need	 to	 be	 promoted	 with	 prospects	 of	 process	 industries	
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making	them	to	exports.	They	are	not	new,	but	they	are	not	anew	too.	I	ever	say	,	Food	reserve	of	

the	globe	is	not	simply	making	the	produces	in	reserve,	create	demand	and	cause	stagnation.	It	is	

making	surplus	and	giving	 them	out	as	endowments	with	a	mindful	planning.	Ecosystem	makes	

the	profit	progressive	and	exponential.	Automation	makes	 it	effortless.	People	and	government	

should	go	hand	in	hand	for	which	building	trust	with	efficacy	is	essential.	It	is	not	just	words,	but	

content.	

BARTER	SYSTEM	

	

Barter	 system	 is	 where	we	 had	 no	 currency	 for	 trade	 exchange.	 The	 scenario	 repeats	 itself	 as	

online	shopping	making	digital	note	serve	 the	purpose	of	currency.	There	 is	no	need	 to	expand	

what	Barter	system	is	but	find	in	online	shopping	you	have	no	sphere	of	life	left	super	imposed,	
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dominated	that	we	are	heading	into	family	system	again	giving	values	to	the	ability	of	all.	Process	

industries	are	a	must	that	making	a	fair	balance	to	reserves	including	currency	is	a	must	for	which	

justice	 is	 not	 the	 tool	 but	 truth.	 The	 wastage	 and	 unattended	 be	 taken	 for	 ignorance,	 lack	 of	

balance	to	be	focused	upon.	There	are	no	human	efforts	for	the	automation	and	mechanization	

that	the	system	goes	live,	unlike	laborious	earlier.	When	you	find	the	prospects,	you	will	also	find	

equitable	 sue	of	 resources	 is	 served	 as	 ability	 not	 charity.	 Renewable	 resources	 take	 their	 own	

span	by	altering	the	living	pattern	of	human	beings.	
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I	present	the	picture	above	to	distinguish	what	academics	and	scholarly	detailing	transfers	to	the	

common	civic.	We	say	there	are	no	common	civic,	 ideal,	dormant,	ignorant,	but	every	individual	

goes	 ignorant	 very	 easily	 for	 the	 difference	 in	 competency	 between	 individuals	 in	 the	 social	

forum.	Average	 is	 an	 illusion,	 there	 is	no	 such	marked	code	 in	any	 sphere	of	 living.	What	 I	had	

dealt	in	this	article,	is	there	in	this	picture	too	but	a	comprehensive	detailing,	following	the	British	

system	of	 governance	makes	 it	 clear,	 not	 something	of	 high	 standards	of	 legacy	 as	 complexity.	

British	don’t	knot	down	efficacy	to	self,	but	make	it	to	all	comprehending	the	prospects	that	they	

get	 more,	 they	 live	 as	 legend,	 pioneer	 in	 civilization.	 Each	 country	 is	 blessed	 to	 have	 British	

regime,	 that	 they	 could	 find	 communications	 are	 not	 corporeal,	 but	mind	 blowing,	 soul	 filling,	

kindles	interest	of	self	to	be	a	part	intuitively.	Take	references	and	find	this	must	be	the	code	for	

UN.	UN	 is	not	something	floating	 in	the	air	of	global	spectrum,	but	sped	from	every	nation	 into	

the	 air	 of	 global	 spectrum.	 They	 should	 form	 the	 basics	 to	which	 the	 paradigm	 shifts	 of	 every	

nation	 to	 be.	 They	 should	 pave	 way	 by	making	 their	 organizations,	 model	 for	 every	 nation	 to	

assure	 right	 to	 live.	 There	 are	 not	 standards	 of	 perfection.	 It	 goes	 with	 the	 skew	 the	 assessor	

takes.	UN	University	is	not	something	that	portrays	best	of	the	world,	but	that	portrays	best	in	the	

world	as	innovative,	possible	for	all.	Every	organization	of	UN	should	have	this	bound	to	be	real	in	

implementing	global	governance.	

CONCLUSION	

This	 versatile	 quick	 look	would	 add	 charm	 and	 charisma	 in	 the	 governing	 system.	 If	 you	

make	 every	 unit	 of	 government	 sovereign	 and	 inclusive,	 every	 single	 individual	 sovereign	 the	

dynamism	 set	 forth	 add	 live	 secularism	 for	 sure.	We	 don’t	 copy	 any	 governance,	 we	 stand	 as	
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unique,	 as	 special	 too	 as	 every	 other	 nation	 which	 gives	 way	 for	 open	 sourcing,	 direct	

investments.	For	e	governance,	internet	access	across	the	world,	there	is	no	illusional	bounds	as	

time,	place,	season,	power	and	wealth	thus	 intelligence	to	make	use	of	them	too	for	tricks.	 It	 is	

simply	brilliance,	open	to	learn	and	be	a	part	of	always.	

	

Above	 picture	 is	 for	 an	 individual,	 an	 organization,	 a	 group,	 association,	 firm	 and	

government	 in	 the	 international	 spectrum.	 Progressive	 growth	 is	 always	 assured	 for	 which	

knowledge	 about	 self	 is	 very	 important.	 When	 you	 talk	 through	 documents,	 you	 won’t	 have	

blames,	risks	but	self	responsibility	fair	enough	to	be	part	of	the	venture	in	the	emotional	quotient	
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at	 that	 point	 of	 time	 as	 against	 the	 same	 demanding	 full	 potential	 ever	 for	which	we	 go	 folly,	

sacrificing	life	for	duty.	Goods	then	becomes	produces	and	services,	customized.	Goods	ever	need	

to	 be	 values,	 and	 services,	 personalized	 for	which	 the	 government	 recommends	 citizen	 centric	

governance.	


